Evaluation of the ICRF stability from a position time series analysis
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ABSTRACT

Context. The celestial reference frame is established on the basis of the absolute positions of extragalactic sources that are assumed to be fixed in space. The fixing of the axes is one of the crucial points for the concept behind the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS). However, due to various effects such as its intrinsic activity, the apparent position of the extragalactic sources may vary with time, resulting in a time-dependent deviation of the frame axes that are defined by the positions of these sources.

Aims. We aim to evaluate the axis stability of the third realization of the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF3).

Methods. We first derived the extragalactic source position time series from observations of very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) at the dual S/X-band (2.3/8.4 GHz) between August 1979 and December 2020. We measured the stability of the ICRF3 axes in terms of the drift and scatter around the mean: (i) we estimated the global spin of the ICRF3 axes based on the apparent proper motion (slope of the position time series) of the defining sources of the ICRF3; (ii) we also constructed the yearly representations of the ICRF3 through annually averaged positions of the defining sources of the ICRF3 and estimated the dispersion in the axes orientation of these yearly frames.

Results. The global spin is no higher than 0.8 \( \mu \text{as yr}^{-1} \) for each ICRF3 axis with an uncertainty of 0.3 \( \mu \text{as yr}^{-1} \), corresponding to an accumulated deformation smaller than 30 \( \mu \text{as} \) for the celestial frame axes during 1979.6–2021.0. The axes orientation of the yearly celestial frame becomes more stable as time elapses, with a standard deviation of 10 \( \mu \text{as} \) for each axis.

Conclusions. The axes of the ICRF3 are stable at approximately 10 \( \mu \text{as} \) from 1979.6–2021.0 and the axes stability does not degrade after the adoption of the ICRF3.
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1. Introduction

The celestial reference frame provides the basic position reference for astronomy and geosciences. The current realization of the celestial reference frame as adopted by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) in 2018 is the third realization of the International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF3; Chartot et al. 2020). The ICRF3 is constructed by positions of more than 4000 extragalactic sources based on very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) observations made at the dual S/X-, K-, and dual X/\( \text{Ka} \)-bands (2/8 GHz, 24 GHz, and 8/32 GHz) since 1979. With several improvements in the modeling, for example, the correction of the Galactic aberration effect due to the acceleration of the solar system barycenter (MacMillan et al. 2019) and a greater store of accumulated data, the best position precision achieved for individual sources in the ICRF3 catalog has reached a level of 30 microarcseconds (\( \mu \text{as} \)).

The extragalactic sources are used to construct the celestial reference frame because they are distant from us so that they appear more compact and stable (i.e., showing a negligible motion) than other objects such as Galactic stars. However, the apparent positions of the extragalactic sources vary with time, both in the radio and optical domain (e.g., see Andrei et al. 2009; Lambert 2013). This kind of position variability on the part of extragalactic sources, also referred to as the astrometric instability, would lead to variations in the direction of the celestial frame axes defined by positions of those sources. This phenomenon is known as the celestial frame instability (e.g., see Lambert et al. 2008), a common issue affecting all kinds of extragalactic celestial reference frames such as the ICRF3 and the Gaia celestial frame (Gaia–CRF; Gaia Collaboration 2018). The VLBI celestial frame instability would introduce additional noise to the VLBI products such as the Earth orientation parameters (EOPs); the implication would be more serious for the nutation series since thus far the VLBI is the sole technique that can measure the nutation angle. Dehant et al. (2003) and Lambert et al. (2008) study the impact of the celestial frame instability on the estimate of the nutation terms from the VLBI observations and report an additional noise of 15 \( \mu \text{as} \) in the amplitude of the 18.6 yr nutation term. The variability of extragalactic sources may also degrade the precision of the VLBI-Gaia frame alignment (Taris et al. 2013, 2016, 2018; Liu et al. 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to assess and monitor the instability level of the celestial reference system, which is the main motivation of this work.

There are several possibilities that make radio sources apparently unstable. The main origin is the temporal evolution of the radio source structure that is the result of intrinsic variability such as the ejection of new jet features, which could manifest
The data consisted of approximately 16.3 M group delays made from ten separate global solutions based on the same VLBI sources; the other evaluates the variation of the axes orientation. Two methods were proposed for this purpose: one considers the extragalactic source coordinate time series data, which have become unstable within a longer time span. This highlights the source position showing a stable behavior is likely to implicitly define the axes of the ICRF3 (Charlot et al. 2020).

The ICRF axes were found to be stable on a level of 20 μas (Ma et al. 1998), the value of which has been further improved to 10 μas for the ICRF2 (Fey et al. 2015). These results are based on comparing the relative orientation of various subsets of sources. Adopting a different method, Lambert (2013) has found that the axes stability of the ICRF2 does not degrade after 2009, which is approximately 20 μas for each axis. Later, Lambert (2014) compared VLBI radio source catalogs submitted from different analysis centers of the International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (IVS; Nothnagel et al. 2017) and reported an agreement of several tens of μas among these catalogs. Recently, Gattano et al. (2018) studied the astrometric stability of extragalactic sources in the light of the Allan standard deviation of VLBI position time series. They concluded that the source position showing a stable behavior is likely to become unstable within a longer time span. This highlights the need to regularly monitor the astrometric behavior of extragalactic sources and the axes stability of the VLBI celestial reference frame, as already pointed out in Lambert (2013).

This work aims to assess the stability of ICRF3 axes based on the extragalactic source coordinate time series data, which have the advantage of being independent from VLBI global catalogs. Two methods were proposed for this purpose: one considers the accumulated effect due to the global spin of the VLBI celestial frame estimated from the apparent proper motion of extragalactic sources; the other evaluates the variation of the axes orientation for yearly representations of the ICRF3.

2. Data and their preparation

The extragalactic sources’ coordinate time series were derived from ten separate global solutions based on the same VLBI observations spanning from August 1979 to December 2020. The data consisted of approximately 16.3 M group delays made at dual S/X-band (2.4/8.3 GHz), in total 6974 sessions, which are publicly available at the IVS website1. We used the geodetic VLBI analysis software package Calc/Solve (version 20200123; Ma et al. 1986) to process these VLBI observations. The ten VLBI global solutions followed the same setup and parameterization, except some special configurations of radio source position estimate and celestial frame maintenance as explained in the following. Usually, the source position is assumed to not change with time and is treated as a global parameter in the regular VLBI data analysis, which means that only one measurement of position can be obtained for each source. A no-net-rotation (NNR) constraint is applied to the positions of the defining sources in order to fix the orientation of the celestial frame. To obtain source position time series, the position of one tenth of the sources (including one tenth of the defining sources) was downgraded as the sessionwise parameter in each of our solutions. These ten groups of sources were chosen so that they were distributed as uniformly as possible over the sky. The orientation of the resulting celestial frame was fixed by applying the NNR constraint to the remaining nine tenths of the defining sources. As a result, we obtained the coordinate time series for every tenth of the sources from each VLBI solution. This method of generating the VLBI coordinate time series was first proposed in Feissel-Vernier (2003), for this study we developed an improved version. The general technique description for these solutions can be found at the Paris Observatory Geodetic VLBI Center2; for more information about the special configurations, we refer to Lambert (2013) and Gattano & Charlot (2021). The root-mean-square of the postfit residual delay is approximately 40 picoseconds and the reduced χ^2 is 2.7.

A common step after the VLBI solution is to align the result reference frame onto the ICRS by a rigid rotation. We noted that there is a global rotation of a few tens of μas between the ICRF3 and the opa2019a solution, as reported in the IERS annual report3, the latter being constructed with nearly the same analytical strategies as our solutions. We found a rotation of \( R_0 = (+36, -52, -10) \) μas of the latest opa2021a solution4 with respect to the ICRF3 using the sample of all the ICRF3 defining sources and the method described later in this section. We decided to apply a global rotation of \( -R_0 \) to our ten solutions so that there would be no bias in the orientation between our solutions and the ICRF3 in a mean sense. Since we concentrated on the time-dependent stability of the celestial frame, such a constant rotation would not alter our results.

We obtained the coordinate time series for 5290 extragalactic sources, among which 4554 sources are common to the ICRF3 catalogs, including all 4536 sources in the S/X-band catalog and all 303 ICRF3 defining sources. The median number of sessions in which a given source was observed was 5 for all sources and it increased to 139 for the ICRF3 defining sources. The median value of the mean observation epoch for individual sources is 2015.15 for the whole sample and 2013.11 for the ICRF3 defining source subset. The typical uncertainty (median value) in the coordinates for a given source is approximately 0.2 mas for the right ascension and 0.3 mas for the declination.

---

1 The data can be found at https://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/products-data/data.html. A regular session is a collection of VLBI observations made within 24 h. The full session list can be found at DO1:10.5281/zemodo.5795864.

2 See http://ivsopar.obspm.fr/24h/opad21a.eops.txt


4 http://ivsopar.obspm.fr/24h/opad21a.crf
The axes stability of the celestial frames was evaluated in terms of the long-term drift and the wandering around the mean, as follows: first, we estimated the apparent proper motions (slope) from coordinate time series and then fitted the global spin of the celestial reference frame based on these apparent proper motions. The spin multiplied by the time span of the VLBI observations gives an estimate of the axes stability. Second, we constructed the yearly representations of the ICRF3 from the coordinate time series and compared the relative orientation of these yearly celestial reference frames referred to the ICRF3 S/X-band catalog. The dispersion of the relative orientation angles provides another assessment of the axes stability.

The global (large-scale) features in any vector field on the celestial sphere can be described by vector spherical harmonics (VSH; Mignard & Klioner 2012). Here we only considered the first degree of the VSH, which consisted of a rotation vector $R = (R_1, R_2, R_3)^T$ and a glide vector $G = (G_1, G_2, G_3)^T$. The full equation can be expressed as:

$$
\Delta \alpha^* = -R_1 \cos \alpha \sin \delta - R_2 \sin \alpha \sin \delta + R_3 \cos \delta - G_1 \sin \alpha + G_2 \cos \alpha,
$$

$$
\Delta \delta = +R_1 \sin \alpha - R_2 \cos \alpha - G_1 \cos \alpha \sin \delta - G_2 \sin \alpha \sin \delta + G_3 \cos \delta.
$$

The notation $\Delta \alpha^*$ and $\Delta \delta$ will be used throughout this paper. The rotation vector consists of rotation angles around the $X$, $Y$, and $Z$-axes and is used to characterize the stability of the ICRF3 axes.

Since we were dealing with the rotation vectors both from the position offset and apparent proper motion field, different notations were used for clarity. Following the convention, for example, in Gaia Collaboration (2018), we used the orientation offset vector $\mathbf{e} = (e_x, e_y, e_z)^T$ to represent the rotation vector estimated from the position offset, meaning that $(\Delta \alpha^*, \Delta \delta)$ in Eq. (1) were substituted by $(\Delta \mathbf{a} \cos \delta, \Delta \delta)$. We denoted the rotation vector estimated from the apparent proper motion as $\mathbf{\omega} = (\omega_x, \omega_y, \omega_z)^T$. This vector modeled the global spin of the celestial frame, that is, the change rate of the ICRF3 axes directions.

The rotation signal was estimated together with the glide parameters in the least-squares fitting. The data were weighted by the full covariance matrix between right ascension and declination (i.e., including the covariance between the right ascension and declination). No outlier elimination was implemented in order to avoid the reduction of the rotation estimate caused by removing any source with a significant position offset or apparent proper motion in the elimination progress.

3. Analysis and results

3.1. Global spin from apparent proper motion

We estimated the apparent proper motions of the radio sources based on their coordinate time series through a weighted least-squares fitting. This model is described as follows.

$$
\alpha = \mu_\alpha (t - t_0) + \alpha_0, \quad \delta = \mu_\delta (t - t_0) + \delta_0,
$$

where $\mu_{\alpha\alpha} = \mu_\alpha \cos \delta$ and $\mu_\delta$ are the apparent proper motions in right ascension and declination, respectively, and $t_0$ is the mean epoch of the observation span for a given source.

All the data points were weighted by the inverse of the full covariance matrix for the right ascension and declination, which means that $\mu_{\alpha\alpha}$ and $\mu_\delta$ were fitted simultaneously. The data points whose distance to the mean position for a given source was greater than three times their formal errors in either right ascension or declination were considered as outliers and thus removed before estimating $\mu_{\alpha\alpha}$ and $\mu_\delta$. Sources with less than five data points in the remaining time series were also removed from our list for the sake of a reliable proper motion determination. By doing so, we obtained the apparent proper motion for 3034 sources, 299 belonging to the ICRF3 defining source subset.

Figure 1 depicts the distribution of the fitted proper motion. The median value of the apparent proper motion for all the sources is $-0.36 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$ in the right ascension and $0.26 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$ in the declination; they are $-0.57 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$ and $-0.33 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$ for the ICRF3 defining source subset. For more than half of the sources in the whole sample, the apparent proper motion is within $\pm 0.30 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$ both in the right ascension and declination.

We were more concerned about the distribution of the apparent proper motions for the defining sources. We computed the total apparent proper motion as:

$$
\mu = \sqrt{\mu_{\alpha\alpha}^2 + \mu_\delta^2}.
$$

Approximately 55% of the defining sources in our sample yield an apparent proper motion of less than $10 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$. To quantify the significance of the apparent proper motion, we also computed
a normalized quantity $X_{\mu}$ as

$$X_{\mu}^2 = \left[ \mu_x, \mu_y, \mu_z \right] \left[ \rho_{\mu_x, \mu_y}, \rho_{\mu_x, \mu_z}, \rho_{\mu_y, \mu_z} \right] \left[ \sigma_{\mu_x}, \sigma_{\mu_y}, \sigma_{\mu_z} \right]^{-1} \left[ \mu_x, \mu_y, \mu_z \right],$$

(4)

as proposed in Mignard et al. (2016). The distribution of $X_{\mu}$ against $\mu$ is plotted in Fig. 2. We found that approximately 16% of sources showed both $\mu > 10$ $\mu$as yr$^{-1}$ and $X_{\mu} > 3$, that is, large and also statistically significant apparent proper motions.

We fitted the global spin from the apparent proper motion based on the 299 sources among the ICRF3 defining source list. We report the result below.

$$\omega_x = -0.73 \pm 0.27 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1},$$
$$\omega_y = +0.48 \pm 0.31 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1},$$
$$\omega_z = -0.25 \pm 0.21 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}.$$  

(5)

The total spin was estimated to be $\omega = 0.91 \pm 0.28 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$, pointing in the direction of ($\alpha = 147^\circ \pm 16^\circ$, $\delta = -16^\circ \pm 14^\circ$).

We noted that the estimate from the least squares fitting might be biased by unreliable apparent proper motions of individual sources, and we also noted the fact that the uncertainty given by the least squares fitting is always underestimated. We used the bootstrap sampling technique to generate 1000 new samples (i.e., selecting 299 sources with replacements) and adopted the mean and standard deviation of the spin parameters derived from these samples as a robust estimate of the unknowns and the associated formal uncertainty. The results are tabulated below.

$$\omega_x = -0.71 \pm 0.42 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1},$$
$$\omega_y = +0.51 \pm 0.57 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1},$$
$$\omega_z = -0.24 \pm 0.36 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}.$$  

(6)

We can easily see that the estimates in the Eqs. (5) and (6) are consistent, but the bootstrap errors should be more realistic.

We wanted to know whether the axes stability of the celestial frame degrades when not all the ICRF3 defining sources are observed, as is the usual case for the VLBI campaigns. We randomly picked $N$ sources from the sample (without replacement) and computed the rotation parameters. This procedure was repeated 100 times and we calculated the mean and standard deviation of the rotation parameters. The sample size $N$ varies from 10 to 290, with a step of 10. Figure 3 presents the distribution of the mean spin (marker) and the standard deviation (errorbar) as a function of $N$. We found that the spin parameters were generally stable when $N \geq 50$, where $\omega_x \sim -0.60 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$, $\omega_y \sim +0.53 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$, and $\omega_z \sim -0.24 \mu\text{as yr}^{-1}$. The smaller errorbar at large values of $N$ suggests that the estimate of the global spin converges as expected when there is a sufficiently large number of the ICRF3 defining sources, regardless of which sources are included. This experiment suggests that at least 50 defining sources should be included in the VLBI observation schedule and data analysis so that the output of the VLBI solution would be less influenced by the issues related to the frame orientation. We also repeated the procedures for all the sources with an estimate of the apparent proper motion. The results agree well with those given in Eqs. (5)–(6) within the standard deviation.

The studies above suggest that only the spin around the $X$-axis is slightly greater than the formal uncertainty from zero (confident at $1.7\sigma$, cf. Eq. (6)), therefore the spin in each axis of the ICRF3 cannot be considered as significant. Considering a time span of 41.4 yr long (1979.6–2021.0) and the subset of ICRF3 defining sources, the accumulated deformation is about 30 $\mu$as, 20 $\mu$as, and 10 $\mu$as for the $X$, $Y$, and $Z$-axes of the celestial reference frame, respectively. The uncertainty is approximately 20 $\mu$as considering the bootstrap errors (Eq. (6)) and then 10 $\mu$as using the least-square errors (Eq. (5)). As a result, a conservative estimation of the ICRF3 axes stability for this method is approximately 10 $\mu$as–20 $\mu$as.
was fully consistent with what is presented in Fig. 4 within the formal error. In short, the deviation of the yearly celestial reference frame axes is generally at the level of 10 μas–20 μas. We did not detect any significant degradation in the stability of the ICRF3 axes since 2018.

4. Discussion

As shown in the Eq. (6) and also Fig. 4, there is no statistically significant rotation in the ICRF3, which is very satisfactory. One question risen is how much the axes stability would be changed by a very unstable defining source. To answer this question, we simulated the behavior of the emitting center due to the variability of the extragalactic source by a process with both Gaussian and Markovian characteristics as done in Bachchan et al. (2016). The position drift at time $t_i$ was modeled as:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \alpha_x (t_i) \\
\Delta \delta (t_i)
\end{bmatrix} = e^{-\Delta t_i / \tau_{\text{cor}}} \begin{bmatrix}
\Delta \alpha_x (t_{i-1}) \\
\Delta \delta (t_{i-1})
\end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix}
\sigma_{\alpha x}^* \\
\sigma_{\delta}^*
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where $\Delta t_i = t_i - t_{i-1}$ is the step length, $\tau_{\text{cor}}$ is the characteristic correlation timescale, and $\sigma_{\alpha x}^*$ and $\sigma_{\delta}^*$ are the Gaussian variables with zero mean and standard deviation:

\[
\sigma_{\alpha x}^* = \sigma_{\var} \sqrt{1 - \exp(-2 \Delta t_i / \tau_{\text{cor}})}.
\]

The amplitude of the positional variation $\sigma_{\var}$ ranged from 1 mas to 10 mas in the simulation. We considered source 0552+398 as the test source since it has the largest number of observations. We assumed that $\tau_{\text{cor}} = 5$ yr. An example of the simulated position drift is given in Fig. A.1. We considered the WRMS of the relative orientation of the yearly celestial frames (Sect. 3.2) as the indicator of the axes stability. Figure 5 depicts the relationship between these two quantities, from which we found a general increasing trend as expected. When $\sigma_{\var} \geq 3$ mas, the scatter of the X-axis orientation exceeds 20 μas, which means that the frame becomes more unstable than the actual level of 10–20 μas yr$^{-1}$. Figure A.2 presents the relative orientation of yearly celestial frames with respect to the ICRF3 when $\sigma_{\var} = 3$ mas. This simple simulation suggests a lower limit of 3 mas for the amplitude of source position variation when the orientation angle of the yearly frames may yield a detectable instability.
5. Conclusion

We evaluated the ICRF3 axes stability based on the coordinate time series of the extragalactic sources, which are derived from the geodetic VLBI observations from 1979–2020. The main results are remarked below.

1. The global spin inferred from the apparent proper motion of the ICRF3 defining sources is no greater than 0.8 μas yr⁻¹ for each axis with a formal error of 0.3 μas yr⁻¹, which corresponds to a directional deformation of less than 30 μas for the ICRF3 axes accumulated in 1979–2020.

2. The scatter of the axes orientation for the yearly representation of ICRF3 is on the order of 10 μas–20 μas. There was no obvious degradation of stability for the ICRF3 axes after 2018 (i.e., the adoption of the ICRF3 as the fundamental reference frame).

Therefore, the ICRF3 axes are found to be stable at the level of 10 μas–20 μas during August 1979 and December 2020.

In this work, the evaluation of the celestial frame axes stability is based on the source coordinate time series. This method captures both the mean variation of the axes orientation of the celestial frame and its time-dependent feature so that it is easy to find and report the degradation of the axes stability if it occurs. In addition, this method is easy to launch and can be used to regularly assess the axes stability, making it a good alternative method for monitoring the celestial frame axes. Considering that the variability exists for most extragalactic sources, we recommend regular assessments of the axes stability using the method based on the source’s coordinate time series.
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Appendix A: Simulation of positional variation for source 0552+398

Figure A.1. Position offset time series of source 0552+398 referred to its position in the ICRF3 S/X-band catalog. Top: Observed positions by VLBI; Bottom: Simulated positions due to the photometric variability (see Sect. 4). We assumed that $\tau_{\text{cor}} = 5$ years and $\sigma_{\text{var}} = 3$ mas.

Figure A.2. Relative orientation of yearly celestial reference frames with respect to the ICRF3 S/X-band frame in the case that source 0552+398 shows a position drift with an amplitude of 3 mas.

Figure A.1 presents the coordinate time series of 0552+398 derived from the VLBI observations (top) and also simulated using Eq. 7 (bottom). If the simulated time series replace the real ones, the stability of the orientation of the axes for the yearly celestial frames would degrade, as shown in Fig. A.2.